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~amen in rural areas of developing countries have
a heavy wrkload
to sustain them, and their families'
existance. One of their most arduous and tirre-consuming
daily tasks is the haulage of water fran often distant
sources. Ideally each household would have a modern
source in or near the home but this is a long way
fran being achieved. In fact, in many Third World
countries improvements in water supply are not keeping
pace with population growth, so more rakher than fewer
wzmxanare having to carry water. This paper looks at
scxw of the problems wn
have with this mrk and
investigates
whether improved neans of transport
could
help relieve their burden.
It is hoped that the publication
of this paper will
sthlate
further discussion of the rarely considered
area of labour-saving
technology for rural wanen and
that agencies may be encouraged to take up se
of
its re camxmdations for further work in the field.
The paper is divided into txo parts. Part One looks
at the scale of the problem and introduces sane alternative tr-ansport ideas that could be of help. Part Two
is based on field research in Kenya. It explores the
state of water supply and suggests su3e ways in which
improved transport could help in three selected axnnunities.
Many organisations
and individuals
helped and guided
rr~ in this study. I would particularly
like to
thank the staff of Actioii Aid Kenya for their help
and Andrena Faulkner for her generous hospitality.
The assistance of Julie A&ins and Patrick Mutea,
Joshua and Rhoda Mukusiya, David Horn, David Grey
and Jan and Roger is gratefully
ackncwledged. The
discussions with waren in Kenya took up my hours of
their precious time, 1 hope thatfurtherwork
franthis
study may one day repay the debt.

Val Curtis
I.T.D.G. London
1985.
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~ANDTKETFNSpoRT0FWA!I'ER.
Background

Whilst the vast majority of rural peoples in developing
countries do not have water on tap, human porterage
is still
'he most ccxr11unmans of transporting
it.
Water carrying,
a task which falls mainly to rural
wanan and their children is arduous, timeconsuming
and can be injurious
to health. One of the purposes
of improved rural water supply has been to reduce
this burden, yet it is apparent that convenient, clean
water withiil the reach of all by the year 2000 will
remaina pipedream.
In this, the b.N. Decade for Water and Sanitation,
the problems of rural Africa have hardly begun to
be addressed; water recedes as drought advances, so
time and scarce energy expended in collecting
water
increase. zany warnen spand perhaps five hours out
of a sixteen hour working day collecting
a single
load, even sleeping out at night to wait their
turn to carry up to 30kg of water back to their banes.
The work is arduous, leads to injury and deformity,
and evidence shows that the work of rural wanen is
getting harder.
Much time and effort has been spent in installing
systems which bring water nearer the home but this
has proved a difficult,
slew task and the breakdown rate for new installation
is high. So most African
wcanen are condoned to continue to carry water in
the traditional
way. Yet this need not be the only
way of reducing the problens wcxnen have with water
supply. Throughout the world there is a great diversity
of mthods of porterage.
In Asia the shoulder pole
and the yoke are used extensively,
in China they use
carts and in the Andes, llamas. In flat terrain barrels
may be harnessed to roll along or bicycles with trailers
used to carry goods. Developing countries could learn
from each other's practises
and possibly also fran
the developed world where low-cost devices have been
especially
devised to make load carrying easier.
African wanan who so badly need them have not had
access to these technologies,
but if they did would
they be able to afford any of them? Would the savings
in labour be sufficient
to persuade waxen or men that
to find the nxxey would be worthwhile even if the
device shcx+zd no direct financial
benefit?
1

If a market exists for improved water-carrying
devices
then it might be possible to set up a small industry
which would provide employrent ar&d therefore
income
in rural areas to manufacture them.
This paper relates the findings of an investigation
into
the potential
for rural people to help themselves by using
and possibly manufacturing devices which could reduce the
workload of water carrying.
Eventually it muld be hoped
that any developments could be self-supporting
and replicable to other areas. The mrk was based on desk research
in the U.K., and a field trip to Kenya undertaken in the
first quarter of 1985.
Kenya was chosen as a focus for this study because
of the interest
of various agencies in the field in
improving the transport
means available
to rural wanan
and because it is one of the countries where the
Intermediate Technology Develomt
Group focuses its
attention.
This topic is not one that has been covered in any
depth in the existing
literature.
Generally information
came fran informal contact both with representatives
of organ&&ions
and individuals.
Instead of attempting
a statistical
survey of rural wcmen"s water related
be.haviour and feelings it seemed far mOre appropriate
to go with an open mind and spend as much time as
possible listening
to their own views. Discussions
were thus highly informal and varied fran location
to location.
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5.

Why Improve Water Supplies?

.4t least two thirds of mmkind draw their water fran
sources outside the household and carry it in containers
to their ncmas. In East Africa the proportion
is nearer
nine out of ten (11. Even in this, the U.N. International Water Decade, advances in rural water supply
are slow; high population grcwth means that more,
rather than fewer people are having to carry water,
often for longer distances.
It has been estimated
that today (1985) one hundred million rrore people
than in 1975 have no improved water supply (2).
The minimum human requirement for water for survival
ranges fran about 1.8 to 3 litres
per capita per
day (pod) depending on temperature,
the amount of
work the person is doing and the type of food consumed
(1). OVer and above that, water must be obtained
for cooking, washing, for livestock
and for irregular
activities
like brick making, beer brewing or amstruction. Consumption rates vary widely; whilst a refugee
my be able to survive on a ration of 2 litres
pcd, an
urban inhabitant
with flush toilet
and bath uses 120
litres
pcd.
This consumption rate is one of the variables that
determine the time and energy that has to be spent
on water collection.
Others include:
a1 distance to source
b) terrain to be traversed
cl method of transport
dl queueing time at source
e) number of consumers in household
f) number of people avaiiable to carry water.
There are many reasons for improving water supply,
in both quality and in quantity.
Life is impossible
where there is no water, so all permanent settlement
has scm? sort of source however far or poor in quality
it may be. Where quantity is limited,
increasing the
supply can provide insurance against drought, allow
for rrore hygienic behaviour which benefits health, and
improve focd production if water is used to irrigate
crops and provide for livestock.
Improving the quality
of water also benefits health and provides an amnity
which improves the quality of life.
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Improving water supplies allows more water to be
consumed: this can have a greater impact on health
status than improving the quality.
This is demonstrated
in
a study from Southern India (3) where quantity,
rather than quality of water was found to be the
main determinan t for good health for children over
three years of age. Most infection
ccxnes, not frcm
drinking contaminated water, but by other routes,
such as dirty hands or utensils.
(Children under
three are more vulnerable to water-carried
infection
because they have not yet acquired imnunity to many
enteric bacteria.)
Improving the accessibility
of water by installing
more water points or by making transport
easier reduces
the labour involved in hauling water. The advantages
of this include:
a) releasing

rrore time
-

b) improving

health

fcr:
cultivation,
education,
incane generation,
leisure,
child care.

by:
- increased use of water,
- less injury from carrying,
- reduced energy requirements.

c) reducing population growth: the desire to have children
for their labour capacity encourages large families.
d) enabling m-ore children
(especially
girls)
to attend
school because their labour is required less at hune.
e) stesrning the drift
rural amenities.

to urban areas by improving

Technological
develmt
for reducing the labour
of household chores gives wcmen freedom of choice
to decide haw they will spend their time. Frcm the
options available to them they rray prefer to increase
the time they spend in household chores, thus improving
the quality of life for their household. For example
it is accepted that the introduction
of the washing
machine in the West has not saved much in total
labour since clothes are now washed more frequently
(41.

c.

Transp3r-t and Developnt

The carryir.9 of water is one aspect of the general
problems that rural people have with transportation.
For m?tny isolated rural people .mcdern means of transport
are inappropriate.
In India, for example, 70% of villages
do not have an all-weather
road connection and 55%
have none at all (5); even if cars or pick-ups were
affordable
they would have no use.
Lack of means of transportation
is both a cause and
an effect of rural deprivation:
deprivation
prevents
access to those resources that could help the pox
to lift themselves from their poverty. People who
live in isolated areas tend to be the most deprived:
distant from extension and health services, they
hear of new development ideas last. Distant frcm
markets, they are limited in what they can sell
by what they can carry and they have to buy essentials
at higher prices. Time and energy that has to be
spent transporting
goods might have been better
qxnt in improving the conditions
of life by increasing
cultivation
or child care. Distance frm services
sclch as water or famine relief m&e the isolated
nlost vulnerable to disaster.
Distance frcm education
and from ncighbours means that isolated people rarely
find a political
voice to further their own interests .
Transportation
problems are mrst for those whom popu lation
pressures have forced into Fx30rer agricultural
land
where there is iess rain. Since the land is newly
settled,
infrastructure
is poor and the area is, by
definition,
drier. This means that in order to provide
for daily water needs, the fraction
of the day that
is spent carrying water is greatei in drier zones.
Lmprovement in rural transpx1r.t in general and in water
carrying in particular
can offer some mans of lielping
loor rural people improve their circumstances.
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D.

The Division

of L&our

Warnenin much of the Third World have a disproFxxtionate
share of the \ork that has to be done in rural areas.
This is a fact that is often overlooked partly because
of disagreenents
on the definition
of 'work' and partly
because Cew countries have tried to measure women's
work, [only 6 out of 70 developing countries define
water hauling as part of goods and services in
the G.N.P (6) 1.
The total workload of wan
in rural areas is very
tliyh;
a study in Burkina Faso found that on average
wcanpn had 1.3 hours of free time in the first
fifteen
hours of mking. In my invectigations
in rural Kenya
I asked wcmen to describe a typical mln's day and
men to describe a typical w-n's
day. Answers show&
that women got up an hour earl&r
tha? men, went to bed
an hour later and had only a few hours rest cluring
the> day (when they would play with the children).
It waq consiclcrtti that ti.nxJs were hard if men had to
work for tht: whole morning.
‘rhblt?
1 shows the division
of labour for some sclecttul
xti\~ities
from the Integrated Rural Survey of Kix-q~a,
this makt>s it app+xr thrlt men do vrry 1 Lttlc except
y~-;li:lng
aniin;lls
and buying t ixxl,
hit
it must bt> nottyl
th;tt the cl\lt>stions do not discuss waqc lLtiur which
simc ncn art‘ invcived in.

'I'ahlt? 1. Percentage Distribution
of Task by Sex and
Activity
for over 15's in Kenya. (Others ~10 not engage
in the activity
or arc not recorded.)

l’ou 1t ry

ccl r e

SC‘311 fcuul
Grilx inq cat tic
Milking cattle
Grazing goats
or sheep
Food preparation
and cooking
House cleaning
Child care
Buying food
Fetching water
F'etching firewood

c)

12

12
24
37

21

27

5
5
1
23
5
5

90
90
63
71
89
89

a
L.j’ .,

(Ref

11)

Fig.

2.

Water Gourd with
7

Shoulder

Strap,

Turkana.

Children in developing countries are observed to have
a very high workload: a study from Burkina Faso showed
that betmn
the ages of 11 and 17 girls worked on
average 5 to 8 hours per day, including
2 to 3 hours
hauling water and grinding grain. Meanwhile boys worked
at roost 3 to 5 hours (8). In Sierra Lzone a typical nineyc?r-old Mende girl spent more than 13 of her 16-hour day
help:ng with household and incom-generating
tasks and
half .-.hc time was spent on water-related
activity
(9).
Water collection
is an activity
particularly
reserved
for mn
and children;
in many countries
for a man even
to be seen collecting
water would bring shame. Men
do though collect it for their own businesses and
to sell. However, En will sattis
collect water
for dcm?estic use if some form of transprt
other than
backloading or headloading is used.
In western Kenya the I&e Basin Development Authority
found that 898 of water collectors
were wcmerl and
girls (10).
mn
in rural areas have always been respnsible
for the
house and children,
for fetching firewocd and water and
in much of Africa they are responsible
for food cultivation.
'This role has changed little,
whilst the traditional
mclle
role has almost vanished. Men were responsible
for
dcfcnce and war making, for livestock hush3ndry and
for religious
observance. Society sup:x>rts these functions
to ;1 much lessened degree but has not offered in exchange
a place for all in the wage sector. Some men find
employment lo{-ally in petty trade or cash farming,
mny others migrate from the rurai areas leaving behind
a fmle
headed household where all tasks are carried
ollt by wanen and ci:ildren,
unless remittances pay for
sane hired labour. The Integrated
Rural Survey of
Kenya (11) defines 3OR of households as female headed.
SCXTPsuggest that the figure may now hc* as high
‘xi 40%.

E.

The Consequences of Having to Carry Water

The effects of having to carry
into three categories:
health,

water can be divided
econanic and social.

1. Health effects
Carrying loads for long distances requires a substantial
amount of energy which has to come frcxn n-etabolized
food. The rural poor often experience shortfalls
in
available food. Their best response to this event should
be to do nothing that requires energy. Of ccxxse,
for the rural wman who has to provide water for her
family this is not a possible option and so she therefore
risks malnutrition
which makes her far more susceptible
to disease. UNICEF's 1984 report 'The State of the
Wor1d.s Children'(l21
discusses the plight of wanen:
'As important as a n-other's time is her energy.
And again the unequal standing of women... means
that the mother is frequently
ill and tired,
devoid of the capacity for extra effort that
the child's well being may dmd.
Of the 464
million women in the Third World no less than
230 million are estimted
to be anaemic. In Africa
63% of pregnant wmen and 40% of non pregnant
wmen are arm&c.'
(WHOstandards).
Energy-sapping anaernia is thus most severe during
pregnanq,
when, combined with continued heavy work
such as water carrying,
growth of the fcetus can be
impaired. The quantity and quality of breast milk is also
adversely affected.
This is a camon problem in Kenya
where wanen rarely get more than a few weeks respite
from load carrying.
Compounding the energy problem there
is also a seasonal dimension; at the end of the dry season
food is scarcest, work planting in the fields is at
its hardest and the distance to water is at its greatest.
Studies urxlerway on the seasonality
of malnutrition
confirm that health is worst during the wet seasorts,
partly as a result of the workload during the previous
dry season (13).
Methods of water carrying can result in injury and
deformity.
People who carry water on their backs with a
head strap have a marked cranial depression. Maasai, Kamba
and Kikuyu women in Kenya exhibit this and claim it as
the cause of their frequent headaches. The African Medical Research Foundation (AMREF) reported that 10% of
attendances by wmen at rural health centres were for
9

head pains. Backaches are more camon; AMRB?has said
that 100% of Maasai wunen probably suffer and many
are crippled by the age of 35. Load carrying also
causes deformation of the spine which can result in
obstruction
of the birth canal, risking both mother's
and child's
life.
At Kenyatta Hospital in Nairobi doctors treat Kikuyu
bursa, an osteo-arthritis
of the soft tissue of the
knee, which is found mostly in wCmClnand is caused
by load carrying.
They have also had to develop a
special method of operating on the thyroid gland in
Kenyan M31Tc2n
because the neck muscles beccn~ so enlarged
Erom load carrying.
Accidents which are a result of load carrying are
frequent in mrer
countries;
slipped discs, paralysis,
injury to carried children,
broken backs and even
strangulation
by the head strap all occur. One study in
Bangladesh revealed that 50% of broken neck cases in a
rehabilitation
clinic were the result of falls whilst
carrying heavy loads (14).
However there are possible benefits in this heavy work
load, (at least when compared with urban Westerners);
fitness may allow work to be done more easily and the
posture of an African wanan skilled
in headloading looks
healthy, and must, to scm-e extent, protect against injury.
Womenare also exposed to health risks by venturing into
the environments where water is collected.
A traditional
source may be a swamp or stream where mosquitoes breed
exposing the woman or child to Malaria and Filariasis.
Hookworm and jigger parasites also spread in damp
environments where pople congregate.
2. Econcanic effects
The workload associated with water carrying clearly
has an opportunity
cost, but to describe this more
fully one has to decide what that opportunity
is.
At present there is a dearth of studies which give
a clear picture of the economy of rural communities
in transition
Erom barter and livestock
exchange to
the cash economy. We know that precise conclusions
are hard to draw when econcmic behaviour is dependant
on many variables.
Thus it is difficult
to assign
figures to this opportunity
cost, as they could
only be relevant to one specific complex situation.

10

White, Burton and White, in their classic study 'The
Drawers of Water' (11 assign a cost to the journey
for water in terms of the cost of the food energy
used. In Feachem et al (16) an hourly value for
the collector's
tine was imputed frun what it would
cost to save that time by improving the water supply.
This was found to be a fraction
of the hourly wage
a wcxran could comnand were she able to find paid work.
Whatever its real value,
reducing the burden of
water c,arrying can allow women n-ore freedom to decide
how to spend their time. Given the opportunity,
many
wcmen wish tc engage in profit-&king
activity.
For
example, an Overseas Devclopnent Administration
(O.D.A.)
evaluation of a water project in Swaziland (14) found
that the production of handicrafts
doubled when wcmen
‘were saved the trouble of carrying water. (It did
not mention
whether twice the amount of handicrafts
could be sold which is one way of costing the time.)
i\s with any dcxrestic work time could also be valued
by what a wcxran would charge were she tc, be paid
by another to do it.
Many children,
especially
girls,
are kept away from
school when there is work to be done at hcxne. This
lack of t-ducation is a major factor in per-pztuatinq
The time spnt
wcmcn's low so&o-economic status.
carrying water might also be spfznt better,
econcar_ically
slxxking,
in cultivating
larger areas of land to produce
a surplus for cash (where more land is available).
The lack of energy and lxwjr health caused by the heavy
of any paid
workload must also reduce the efficiency
work that is undertaken, thus rtducing wonxzn's earning
[owx?r-.
A \'lt'w cxpressod by many dcvclolmcnt workers
is that. one should not train women in incm
gcncrating [It-ojtxts and skills
lx~ausc their domestic
workload is too high to allow them time to participate.
In this case the work of hauling water has a high
econtic
penalty.

11

3. Social effects_
The opinion is often expressed that fetching water
fulfils
an important social function;
allming
wDmCnto keep in touch as they chat by the well. However
this must be the result of observations
from richer
rural areas wcmen rarely
and/or urban areas; in pr
stay longer than is necessary. A recent study in Kitui
district
found that in no case did the journey for
water have a social or ccxnpanionship function (17).
The time taken collecting
water detracts frcxn time
that could otherwise be spnt profitably
socially;
wcxxn could be organising self-help
enterprises
together
‘and gaining a plitical
voice to press for improved
services.

F.

Alternative

Technolcqies

The technology of water carrying has been e\ Jlving
ever since (wo)men learned to make vessels. Clay
in use in rural areas,
pots and an&l
skins, still
have now been superceded by modern, river basin
management with hot and cold water on tap in rich
countries.
Since it is becoming clear that the amenity of
piped water to all in the near future is unlikely
to be achieved we need to consider the alternative
offered by the improvement of transprt
technology.
Flc will look at four groups of aids that seem to
hold the rrost prcxnise for the rural poor; most

Fig.

3.

Shoulder pole used to carry water in BUIIEI.
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are traditional
but some have been designed specifically
for use in rural areas. The aids that are considered
are all likely to be cheap enough to be within
reach of the poor, be simple and durable, and able to
work where there are no roads and can be mnufactured locally.
The aids fall into four categories:
carrying aids; wheelbarrows and handcarts; animal
transport;
and others.
1. Carrying aids
The simplest carlying aid is the ring of banana
leaves woven by an African wcxnan to place beneath
the water pot on her head. Slightl:? rmre cmp?ex
is the !eather or sisal strap, tied in a number
of ways, attaching the vessel to the back or forehead
(Fiy. 2).

Fig.

4.

The Chce-geh in Korea.
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In Asia the flexible
shoulder pole allows heavier
loads to be carried, but SCYWskill is needed to
rmster the technique (Fig. 3). Variations
on this
theme include the rigid yoke which is made to fit
the individual,
the pole carried between two people
and the pole which is strapped to the back. In
Korea nmhy farmers own a typz of xxx+framed rucksack
called the chee-geh, which is efficient
for carrying
up to about 50kg but it is relatively
canplex to
make (Fig. 4).
Research carried out by the Medical
of the U.K. compares the efficiency
rwthals of Toad carrying,
the graph
the oxygen requirements for different
for the different
carrying methods
5 (17).

Research Council
of various
(graph 1) shaws
loadings
shown in Fig.

5
6
6

Graph 1.

Canparative Costs Of Eight Modes Of
Transport. Oxygen ConsL;nption Per Minute
For Different
Loads.
15

4. HIP

Fig.

7.

YOKE

5.

Load carrying

8.

16

pcsitions

iLEA

for Graph 1.

3.

NOFSvWL
POSTURE

The graph shcms that the yoke requires the least energy
expenditure but back and head loading are apparently
not so efficient
(15). In principle,
for efficient
the load should be as low down as possible to
carrying,
make balancing it easier and the load should move
the centre of gravity of the body as little
as possible
from its nom1 moving position to avoid incurring
additional
horizontal
reaction forces. Clearly,
of the
methods ccmpared the yoke best fulfils
these conditions.
2. Wheelbarrows andfiandcarts
Wheeled devices have the major advantage that much
of the load is carried directly
by the wheel, so larger,
awkward loads can be pushed or pulled longer distances.
In the West the wheelbarrow is a commn example, but
the rfmlern version is not particularly
efficient
or
durable. In Africa small boys make a sort of trolley
on which to place jerry cans of water. These are
usually flimsy, with wheels that are too small to
negotiate rough ground. I.T. Transport Ltd have
develop& a small farm transport
vehicle (SFTV) which

Fig.

6.

1-T. Transport's
Sniall Farm Transport
Vehicle.
(Prototy,ee)
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is a mre efficieilt
form of wheelbarrow. The majority
of the load is carried by the: wheel which is large
enough to negotiate rough yround. Mc=~de
frm locally
avail&lc
mterials
it is a relatively
cheap mthcxl
of carrying up to about 200kg (Fig 6).
in Olina two-wheelced handcarts at-e used everywfiere
for tranqmrting
loads and many designs exist. The
technology is well developed but the use of two wheels
does restrict
use to wider paths.
Wheeled devices are of limited use in sandy or muddy
conditions
since they sink and stick.
3. Animal Transport
IXmes-ticated animals are used throughol-& the world
as transl>ort aids; the horse, buffalo,
ox, elephant,
Carol and the donkey, the yak in the Himalayas and
the llCarm in the Andes. Loads carried on the back
of an Can.i..mlrequire scme form of saddle or pannier,

and mm)’ t\pas exist, which \mry in the stress that
thtq put on the animal. in Ethiopia a simple, efficient
water-carr)‘i.ng
device
is used. Made f rem ht>av)* cani’as
tn thtl form of ;1 square bag, it is slung over the back
of ;i titdity~
and clistributcs
th+:>wc>ilJlIt ccmfortablk
( 1.’ 1 I 1 7 ) . Aqa i n , t.hc load can I>+->
sh;lr-cd with the grouyci b)
us: nq m arliml -cir-,lwn cart 01. a .-;!t~ui. I TI some parts of the
in India, the c~ rt has proved its mrth
h-01-1d , for +2xLm~~lt~
fat-mL-, but in countritls where carts are
to th> snnll
not .ti I-cw~)~ [art 01’ t!ie traditimal
way of life problems
1s.it-ii iii5 iqn , cost and q.!ality of manufacture have
~)~.+~*t~ntcdt hei I- adoption on a wide scai c.
4. ijtht>rs
L~+dl,K-WFl)‘Sof carr},ing water include rolling
a barrel
along the ground (Fly. 8) or fixing wheels to a drum as
the child frm Burkina Faso has done 1r1 Fig. 9. ‘The main
[)r-oblm with drums is durability,
they are only
nanufacturcd with the idea of using them once to sell
I&r01 C)L- dicsP1 . Bicycles are seen in most third
mrld countries and are often loaded with jerry cans.
&en t,3xis or buses are used for water fetching
but
these mthods arc out of reach of the small farmr
tor a rqular
supply and are not considercd further.

Shoulder
carrfer
36 hrres

Conramer
cart
72 lures

Fl:j.

9.

Carr~~~i.ngcapacity of Lrarious devices.
(The jerry can carried on hcad
or back
only allows LO 1 itrcs to be carried).
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5. Introducinq
New Technologies
The process of introducing
new technologies
to
the rural poor has not been straightforward;
many
initiatives
that once seemed a gcod idea have been
abandoned and others have not been given enough time
to develop. But vrience
suggests that there are
some fundamental conditions
which should be fulfilled:
The new technology must for example:
a) be genuinely needed arid wanted
b) be time or effort saving
c) not represent too great a leap frcxn existing
practice
d) be well made and easy to maintain
e) be 1~ priced
f) reach the intended beneficiary.
Initiatives
are also highly unlikely
to be successful if
the intended beneficiaries
have not been closely involved
in the development of the product. The mst cczrnon
reason for failure,
shown over and over in Marilyn
Carr's book 'Blacksmith,
Raker, Roofing-Sheet Maker'
(191, which discusses case histories
of attwts
at the
introduction
of new technologies,
is the lack of understanding between the outsider wishing to introduce
new ideas, and the intended beneficiaries.
The following
steps would seem to be essential
in
the introduction
of new ideas:
1. Identification
of needs and market
2. Search for technical
solutions
3. Adaptation of prototypes to local circumstances
4. Extensive field testing to prove technical and
economic viability
5. On-going technical assistance and after-sales
service.
It is also vital to be very clear how any external
f.u.nding will be used, since for a project to be tailed
a success it must be able to survive and replicate
unassisted. There is a case for externally
funded support
during the introductory
phase to avoid those who cannot
afford it having to take risks. But an initial
subsidy
can create false expectations
and has to be very
carefully
balanced.
The focus of rural development work is beginning to
shift from large-scale
projects frcm which benefits are
supposed to trickle
down to the rural poor to projects
aimed directly
at the rural poor. But the poorest
groups are the hardest to help, so it must be decided
where the most effective
place to concentrate is.
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This study therefore offers scme alternative
ideas
for different
circumstances in Kenya. It has not,
for example, looked at the possibility
of working with
ncxmdic pastoralists
since far mre time and L-esourccs
~muld have to by invtxttd
th=a.nwould
be
needed to
wol-k with scttlcd ayric~ultllr-~li.sts.

Women

transporting

water m a village

in Rajasthan,

India. (WHU1A.S.

Koch4

Women will uttrn have to carry children at the
same tirrw
as Watt?i.
(WHO/W. Brieger)

Children will often assist their mothers
daily water carrying. (WHO/j. Bland)

Girl using a plastic container
(WHO:‘M.

for water, Ethiopia.

Devrecde)

with

A hom+made

whc>clharrow

in Kenya.

Sack panniers

on d dwA.y,

Ethiopia

-
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KENYA: THE PROBLEMAND SaME SOLVTICMS.

A.

Water Supply in Kenya

The U.N Water Decade has focused attention
on the
state of water supply in rural areas and encouraged
increased investment by governmen ts and donor bodies
in water projects.
Kenya has taken the aims of the
Decade on board but provides a good illustration
of
how difficult
water develovt
can be. Kenya is one
of the mre developed countries which also receives
almost the highest amount of foreign aid in Africa.
If water improvements are not making substantial
progress in Kenya then it is clear that a search for
alternatives
could have valuable results for all of
Africa.
The targets of the Government of Kenya for the water
decade are to provide 'reasonable'
access to water
to all by the year 2000 (21). By this it means having
an improved source within lkm i:l land of high and
medium agricultural
potential
and within 51an in
low potential
areas. Many now accept that this is an
impossible target. Setting it has probably done mre
harm than goal, as will be shown.
The Ministry of Water Development is now responsible
for rural water supply, though until 1975 responsibility
was divided between six ministries.
In the ten years
since the Ministry's
Formation it has grown eight-fold
and now absorbs 10% of the Government's development
expenditure.
As Carruthers discusses (21) this rapid
growth has led to severe organisational
problems ccmpmnded
by a shortage of skilled
Kenyans. This is one of the
reasons why budgets for rural supply are often underspent.
Rural areas take 35% of the water development budget
whilst 868 of the population
live there. Governments
the world over have to spend a disproportionate
sum in
the cities hzause the potential
for political
and health
disaster is much greater. The Ministry has realised that
the sum available cannot match the rural need for
publically
provided sources of water and is beginning to
look at other alternatives
such as self-help
schemes,
where a part of the cost and the labour is contributed
by the beneficiaries.
Unfortunately,
naw the population
regard themselves as having been promised clean water
for free, they do not see why they should work for it.
Operating self-help
schemes is extremely difficult:
Ministry employees confirm that it will be exceedingly
difficult
ior an arm of Government to adopt the
flexibility
required to work in this way.
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Bilateral
aid donors provide a large fraction
of :<enya's
water development budget. They tend to finance :~ge
initiatives
over which they retain control in nminal
piirtnership
with the Ministry.
For example, Finland
has spent 8.5 million dollars to date on improving
water provision in Western Province. Whilst these projects
can cover large areas they have always in the past been
unsustainable:
once the personnel of the bilateral
aid
agency leave, breakdawn rates soar and the populace return
to traditional
sources. Part of the solution is to have
simple installations
which are manufactured in the country
(though O.D.A., for example, state that much of their aid is
conditional
on the purchase of British
goods, such as hand
pumps) but more important is the degree to which outsiders
understand and act on beneficiaries'real
needs. This
requires that local people, especial iy mn,
have
to be regarded as more than just consumers and a degree
of control has to be surrendered to them.
One agency sees the importance of training
local people
for maintenance of water installations.
When asked if
mn
were trained for this job they enthusiastically
said yes of course they were, because water is, after
all, a woman's problem. There was, hmever, one qualification:
that the trainees had to be able to read
English, and as none of the wmen could, there were
no mn
trainees.
'IW often targets in this sort of project are set
too high too fast so in the race for achievement flexibility
is forgotten for the sake of standardisation,
and longterm solutions are sacrificed
for short term objectives.
The broken dmn diesel or hand pump that one sees
all over East Africa is a constant reminder that water
projects have not had the success that was planned.
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B.

The workload

Kenya is a country about which it is hard to make
generalisations
because of the great variety of
terrain,
climate and socio-econcanic conditions.
Visits to rural areas confirm that the majority of
mn
appear to have a heavy daily workload in hauling
water but available statistical
evidence gives an
incoherent picture,
as one might expect frun the spread
of variables.
Keverthless we here present some of
the figures frcxn such surveys as iilustration
of the
magnitude of the workload. Table 2 gives some figures
from the Integrated Rural Survey of Kenya (11).
Table 2. Percentage Distribution
of Rural House'holds
by Distance to Water and by Season (19781..
Wet Season
clhn
1-2
2-3
3-5
>5knl

51.2
34.6
8.7
4. i
1.4

Dry Season
43.9
33.3
13.5
6.3
3.0

'The survey states that it has not covered the
remotest areas of Kenya so these figures have most
relevance to the mo:%taccessible and generally
wettest regions.
Some figures quoted are misleading:
the Government
of Kenya's 1984-89 Development Plan (21) states that
household is more than 1.8km from water but then
later ren\arks that 5km should be a minimum design
distance for future installation.

no

White, Burton, White (11 do not claim their figures are
anything but illustrative
of a few less remOte areas.
They record an average of 54 minutes spent per day
in water carrying for each household but the spread
of values is from 3 to 264 minutes. They consider maximum
possible distances to walk to water in terms of calories of
food energy consumed in a day to be 18kr-non the flat,
and 5km for a 12 degree slope. (The maximum distances
quoted to the author were 22km on a slope in Kib -zi
District
and 25km on the flat in Kwale District..
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Tables 3 to 5 are fran a study by Angela Sinclair
area of North Kitui (17). Her
of water use in a rmte
sample was selected to be as representative
as possible.
The average values
are 6.1 km to water in the dry
season and 1.5km in the wet. The tables show that dry
season distances
can be long and that the mjority
spend over three hours on their round trip. Many people
(number not recorded) have donkeys to help them which
explain why so few trips per day are recorded in Table
5. Without donkeys people would have to make the same
journey with water on their back several times in a day.
Another study
District
(25)
per household
sample had a

for the Govermnt of Kenya in Kitui
gives an average of 22 hours per week
spent collecting
water and 48% of the
round trip of more than 8km.

Table 3. Distance Water Carried from Home to Source
in a Sample of 22 peop1.e in North Kitui
<lkTI?
l-3
4-6
7-9
>lOkm

Table 4.
Sample

tl

hour

1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
i6 hours

Dry Season
2
7
8
0
5

Wet Season
9
10
2
0
0

Tim Taken for Each Round Trip
Dry Season
2
1
7
3
3
0
6
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for Above

Wet Season
11
8
2
0
0
C
0

Table

5. Num&r of Trips

cl
1
2
3
~)3

per Day for Abme Sarq.)le

Dry Season
1

Wet Season
0

14

3

4
3
0

8
4
6

(Sourc-T, Ref 16)

It must be noted that few of these studies make the
[mint that distamx
to water is dynamic, changing
constantly
from pools that form nearby after rain,
to such
qrmt distmces
in years of drought that pcoplc without
a
I-cli;-lblt~ supply my TV forccz to move.

c.

Carryinq

methods in Kez

The vast nmjority
of rural womn still
physically
carry water in Kenya. Nc-thcAs tend to divide
along
tritml
lines,
thus Kikuyu, Akamba and Maasai use a
head strap to secure a vessel carried
on the back
(see Fig 2). Meru and Embu tie a strap around the shoulders
in one of two ways, either
as a single
loop or a double
loop crossing
at the front.
'I'h'hcBantu Lwo an3 Luhya
p?o&)lcs in the flat
lands around Lake Victoria
carr1
vessels on their heads (Fig 101, the Pokot, Samburu and
Turkam in the north and the coastal
tribes
do likewise.
,.._-.

..A--1.

Fig.

--

-‘hh__/.s-..----.+

10.

Lwo men

at Lake Victoria.
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In the more developed south the traditional
clay pot
for carrying water has been replaced by either the plastic
20 litre
jerry can, the plastic or qalvanised sheet bucket
or the 20 litre square, tin 'deba'. Hundred and two
hundred litre drums inten&d
for diesel are also used where
they can be transported.
In less developed areas the cheaper
clay pot is carried but this has a high weight penalty;
of perhaps 2kq for a 10 litre vessel. Animl skins are
sanetimes still
used in Turkana.
Transport aids do exist in scme of the poorer areas
in the form of the donkey: the Integrated
Rural Survey
(111 gives scme figures for mnership by province.
Table 6.

Percentage of Holdings
and Year

Date

1'376

coast

Eastern
Central
Rift Valley
Nyanza
Western

3.7
5.4
0.7
7.4
3.7
0.0

Total

3.1

with Donkeys by Province

Jerry cans are tied to the donkey's back with a rope
which passes, uncanfortably,
around the windpipe.
More satisfactorv
are the sack panniers that carry
one can cm each side. In Turkana and Maasai land the
pack saddle is still
in use for both qocds and water
pots. One is illustrated
in Fig 11. A qocd strong
male donkey carries four jerry cans, (ROkq) whilst a
female will not carry n-ore than two because of the
risk that she is in foal and if so, might abort.
Arwnqst better off families metal wheelbarrows are
used by men al& ';Jys to carry jerry cans of water,
often in surprisrnqly
steep terrain.
The major limitation
to their use is that the wheels sink in sandy or loose
soil. Small boys often make a sort of rough trolley
wheelbarrow which is of some use but is fragile and
has only whatever wheels are available
from discarded
machinery, which are often too small to be efficient.
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Fiq

11.

The Maasai pxk

saddle.
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Case Studies

in Kenya

Of the places and projects visited in Kenya thrcz
were chosen as suitable places where work on improving
water transprt
could be progressed in the future.
locations are marked on the map in Fig 1.
The selection of the three possible sites for further
work was a result of many factors. Most rural comnunities
in Kenya could benefit in scme way from improved transport.
For example, over a thousand w-n's
groups have applied
to the umbrella organisation,
Mandaeleo ya Wanawake for
help with their water supply. But the choice was unfortunately limitt&,
in practice,
by logistical
constraint
to
those places with sune form of developt
work already
underway. Of these Kamujene, Action Aid in Kibwezi and the
Utooni Project were alike in that the organisers were all
interested
in the problem of water transport;
\-n's
groups
were also apparently keen to get involved in S~XIEfuture
mrk on the subject: and parts of or all of each project
area had real problems with getting access to water.
1. Kamujene Farmers' Centre,

Diocese of Peru

Kamujene is a small farm training
and demonstration
centre that aids small farmers Land wcmen's groups. It
is located at the foot of the Nyambcne Hills about 4Okm
from Meru and covers a yrowi;iq area around the centre.
Rainfall here is extremely erratic
and in the lowland
parts avcrayes less than SOOmmper year which means it
has low agricultural
potential.
Deforestation
is severe
in the rtyion (to a iarge extent because the operations
of British American Tobacco rcquirc that farmers dry
their tobacco using wood fires) ‘and erosion is taking
much of what qood soil there is. K‘amujene is working to
encourage soil cnnsc?rvation, tree planting and improved
ajt-1c111t.ur-L‘.
It recently clecidtd to start working through
th(b raxlstincl wtmc:n '.L;groups and has wid(nc!d its area of
intr>rost into dcXn5tic +vc~lolHlC'nt. The ccntrc now has a
Ur itish volunteer <anda Kcnyan Farm manager who are in
reyular
contact with about thirty
wanen's groups of which
about half are in the very dry lmland areas.
In the upland arcas cash crops such as coffee, tea and
tobacco are grown. The extra cash this brings in reflects
in the lc~~cl of dovclopment of the people: they have
b>c:n able to ir:gin collections
with the aim of getting
piled water install&
under gravity flow fran the nearby
mountain springs. By contrast cash crops are hardly grown
in the lower areas and the distances (2Okm or sol from
the mountain sprinqs rrakc the cost of pipes prohibitive.
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So in the lawland areas mnwalkto
river beds to
dig waterboles,
covering in dry seasons anything up
to 1Okm. Even after rain, average distances are still
about 3km one way along narrm, sandy paths.
Transport is one of the problems that groups identify:
a group that is 8km fram the nearest track and 35km
from the nearest market told how, because of the previous
bad years, there was a general shortage of cash, so
no public vehicle found it worthwhile to maintain
services. This made it hard for people to travel to buy
supplies or to have access to the famine relief
food that
was available.
Prices for basic needs such as salt and
ciothes are about 10% higher in a local shop than
they muld be in Meru. They felt improved transport
muld enable them to get more surplus to market, bringing
back these essentials
purchased at the lower, town prices.
Same women related paying between 1 and 6 shillings
to a water seller for a jerry can of water when they
were urxable through ill-health
to go for themselves.
The sum paid depended on the distance the water had
to be transported,
the need, the ability
to pay and
the relationship
to the water seller.
Many possible ways of improving transport were
discussed; one WXEUI had a wheelbarrow which
was rarely used because the sandy patches in the paths
were too hard to push or pull a wheel through. Others
liked the idea of bicycles but would have needed solid
tyres which cannot be spoilt by thorns or sunlight.
There was universal agreement that donkeys are a good
idea, they can be grazed with other iin.iMls,
they survive
well in drought, they are a familiar and desired item
and they can carry four times what a person can manage.
So why are donkeys not used in the Meru area if they
are such a good idea ? They are a mn
sight just
across the Tana River in Kitui District
so why have
they not spread? Unless donkey husbandry is iqxxsible
in !~:~TLIbecause of scme presently unknown factor such
as East Coast Fever, the only explanation
for the different
ownership patterns must be cultural.
Women told how
they had little
control over *at their husbands spent
money on and that men regarded a WXIEUI'S hauling role
as natural (confirmed by the reaction of most men
faced with this issue) so did not see the need for
transport
aids. One explanation
is that across the
river, water is oEten so distant that men have to help
with the mrk. They have thus appreciated the value
of a donkey.
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Groups in this poorer area came together in the first
place with the aim of helping with the heavy work on each
other's shambas (smallholdings)
but they are keen to try
anything new, especially
if it could earn them money.
They thought they could make money fram a limited nur&er
of donkeys by carrying water. The theoretical
lMximum
income, assuming a market, would be 600 shillings
per
per month generated by being able to sell a load of
four cans six times a day at one shilling
per can. A
donkey can also be loaned out for 10 shillings
a day
when scneone has building work to do. One of the projects that groups are working on with mjene's
assistance is the grming of vegetables which are currently
sold at high prices in the mkets.
Donkeys could carry
water for irrigating
plots, provide a rreans of getting
produce to market and could thus be a source of incoma.
Wxnen in the upland areas should event-ually solve their
water problems, whilst in the lowland the problem is
wOrse and the solution more difficult.
Yet the lowland
groups are the keenest and most enthusiastic
for develop
nt3nt and present an opportunity
to initiate
some work
‘amongst one of the mst deprived settled groups in Kenya.
2. Action

Aid Kenya, Ki&zi

Region.

Action Aid is an international
charity with a large
operational
set-up In Kenya. Funding is based on child
sponsorship but their mrk is diversifying
from school
support to embrace young farmers' groups, the disabled
and, rrore recently,
rural -n's
groups. The latter
programne is called the Cmrmunity Support Programne
(CSP) and is adnunistered by Kenyan field mrkers
who are trained in the fields of basic agriculture,
livestock
raising and health care.
The regional centre, based in Kibwezi, covers an area
c:f mstly mrginal
land, SCXIWof which has on,y been
settled for the last 15 years. The area suffered badly
in the past three years of drought
and many lost all
their iivestock.
Here, where the main sources are the Athi River and its
tributaries
and a pipe line follM.ng
the railway, even
in good seasons getting water is a severe problem. Many
live between 3 and 8km from a source and those living on
the plateaux on either side of the valley live a steep
2Ok~r1walk away. There are a number of projects underway
to attempt to ‘mliorate
these conditions:
AMREFhave
built seven protected wells, CARE-Kenya nine srtall dams
and the IMinistry are working on the rehabilitation
of
several small town piped water schemes. These efforts
however, do not match the growth in population and inflow
to the region.
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Mmen here always put water first when they listed their
problems. Fresh in their minds was the experience of being unable to carry enough water to keep their cattle
alive when sources retreated
in the drought years.
The history of a project that the Aka na Eitu w-n's
group set up shms what such groups can do but also
illustrates
the vulnerability
of existence in marginal
areas. The group is now in contact with Action Aid's
CSP field worker but was initially
formed to work on
each others shambas. They then decided what they
really needed was to get hold of oxen for ploughing.
First they took 3 shillings
from each member to
rent a shamba on which they grew maize which they
then exchanged with nmnbers for eight goats. After
a year the gaats had bred to twenty of which sixteen
were sold to buy two oxen and a plough for communal
mrk on each others fields,
the person with the burden
of caring ior them having first use. But after only
a year the drought came and the oxen died.
The idea of donkeys appealed to waren in the area
mainly because of their resistance to drought. The
wcmen were interested
in them both as a means for carrying water and as a draught animl for ploughing.
Of agricultllrall
'95 and locals consulted none could
give reasons for the scarcity of donkeys ir. the region
except to say that because they are rare they are
Present cost is around 1200 shillings
for
f2xpenSiVe.
a male and 1800 shillings
for a female which is about one
and a half times what they cost in areas where donkeys
are cammn. Though it is difficult
to tell frcm discussions with the wanen, there is a suspicion that
donkeys are regarded with sm disdain as being old
fashioned and not progressive.
Action Aid have scme experience with the introduction
of donkeys as carrying aids in the area. Initially
supported schools were provided with donkeys to fetch
water but the practice has been discontinued
as too
many died. There has been no formal evaluation
of
4-L.;
"
U.-Y ..I--F=il!l~e - but it seems that the problem was the
handout mentality;
"this was a gift so it doesn't
matter if it dies, we will be given a new one", rather
than the unsustainability
of donkeys. It seems that
responsibility
for care should have been nnich more
closely defined if there was to be any success with
this give-amy approach.
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Action Aid also encouraged the manufacture of ox-carts
at the Kyoni Kya Athi Young Farmers Centre near Kibwezi.
This project was also abandoned because the design
was not technically
suitable,
the heavy steel wheels
stuck in the sandy soil, and because the quality of fabrication
was not high enough from an institute
that was
primarily
for skills
training.
In this region wheelbarrows would not mrk well because
of the sandy routes. A degree of interest
was shown in
the use of the yoke for carrying water which could
have great advantages when campared to traditional
back
loading for carrying water and might be pursued further.
3. Utooni Development Project,

Kola Market,

Machakos

The Utooni Project covers 60sq km of high to medium
potential
land which ranges fran steep mountain sides
to flat valley. It was conceived by Joshua Mukusya who
had experience of developmnt projects elsewhere and
wanted to see what he could do for his own camunity.
A lot has been achieved in the 6 years since the start
of work; better livestock
introduced,
terracing
for
soil conservation adopted, water tanks built and people
are more informed afu;it health.
Those groups attached to the project form their olcm
priorities
and number one on these lists is the need
for improved water supply. The chosen solution at
Utooni has been to harvest rainwater frorr their roofs;
but this requires substantial
investmmt.
A corrugated
galvanised sheet roof for a small house with guttering
costs 3500 shillings
and the materials for a 'ghala'
tank (cement plastered over a woven basket) about 120C
shillings.
This provides about 4 cubic metres of storage
which with careful consumption can last the average
family about two months. For rainwater storage to last
through periods of drought at least two small buildings
would ntti to be rcofcti and at least 4 tanks constructed.
(Building one large tank would be cheaper.) F!ence a
typical
investment to achieve this would have to be in
the order of 11000 shillings
(f570). The project leader
has constructed about 80 cubic metres of storage in his
compound which is enough to last him through drought.
The introduction
of grade cattle has led to a greater
dmd
for water; kept in a zero-grazing
stall,
water
has to be brought at a rate of about 80 litre per cm
per day. Improvements in transport
could help with
more than just water, fodder has to be brought frcm
and manure returned to the fields.
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Scxnewcrren in the project area have long walks for
water; as usual, the poorer wn
on poorer agricultural
land have to go furthest.
Some have a 2km climb up
to mountain springs whilst others walk 5-1Okm to
the river at the valley bottom.
There was enthusiasm for donkeys as a cheaper alternative
to water tanks. People felt that their running
costs would not be high as many are naw planting fodder
crops and donkeys could be fed with the other cattle.
Nobody had tried using wheelbarrms
in the area
but scme people felt
that their journeys to water
were over suitable terrain and so were their journeys
to market.
The W~TEYIoffered various ways that transport
could be used:
a) To collect tiater for -dcnvastic use
-cattle
-brickmaking
-house mudding
-vegetable plots
-beer brewing
b) To carry building
or for profit.
c) To transport
to the fields.

materials

aids

for cannunal projects

fodder for cattle

and return

manure

d) To take gccds to market and back.
e) To carry maize to the mill.
Some of these activities
are possible inccme earners,
carrying building materials or water and fodder for
other people's cattle for example. (Some wanen already
carry water on their backs for cattle at 1 shilling
per 20 litre
load.) Wcxren felt sure they could earn the
cost of a donkey in a few months.
To gain scxw idea of the patterns of load carryi,?g
in the project area the author asked woman on their way
to the weekly market if they would mind having their loads
weighed.
The results of this rough survey are presented
in Table 8.
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Table 8. Some samples of the loads, and the distances
they are carried to market in Kola, Maehakos
Person

bad

Weight
(kg)

Tea 1
(kg)

Distance
(km)

Walking
Tim? (hrs)

mize*
fruit

20
2.5

22.5

5

2

mize
=9

20
3

23

8

3

12.5
4

16.5

6

2.5

maize
"(3

19
3

22

7

3

clay pots
rq

18
1

19

8

2.5

sisal
'Jeg

8
1

9

5

1

Young
LKnL3il

maize
sisal

9
6

15

3

0.75

Wman

maize
vq

23
1

24

7

3

Boy

maize

12.5

12.5

7

3

bhman

cabbages

26

26

7

2.5

0ld
Laxnan

tmtws
maize

3
23

26

8

3

Girl
Girl
Old
wcmn

fdcimn

cky
VW

pts

IJnca1ibrnted scales
,.md d istxnct's and times wcrc what was repxttul
by
the interviewee.
* Maize is the staple food. The dry grain has to be
ground to make flour for a sort of porridge called
posho. A family of, say eight members, will need about
4kg per day so the KX-MII will have to go to the mill
at least once a week with a 20kg load. For many of
these wcman the trip, including waiting time, would
clearly take all day.
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The survey was biased in that only
loads were selected but the sexual
ac02rate,
i.e. no men were carrying

people carrying
representation
loads.

is

Thus the adoption of transprt
aids would be useful to
LJonx-3nin a number of ways. However, womt3n expressed the
opinion
that for a new transport
idea to catch on it
would either
hay7e to be supLmrted by individual
men who
have the money or through the -n's
groups which have
considerable
powr.
Utooni is a place where people have been shown what good
some of the new develomt
ideas can do, and are now
a11 clanouring
to join the project.
Thus people have
become \rer-y 'develolxnent
minded' and are very receptive
to new ideas. For exRmple, when visiting
one group's
hater source I which was up an extrarely
steep loose path,
the author suggested that perhaps some of the regular
cornnina work days could be used to make the path easier
to nt\Jotiate.
The suggestion
was apparently
taken up
with c]r-cat cnt!iusiasm by the wcmen who beg,an to plan
when they would start work.
4. --___
:)iscussion
The visits
to KLamlljene, Utooni and Kibwezi and a variety
of other places with less severe water problems Suggested
SUIW qencral patterns
and solutions.
'I'ht> visits
allowed the author to talk in an informal
fashion with individual
members, and with the group en
rrklssc in an attem&)t to ge t ‘a picture
of the womzn's
['rohlcms anti of their
pr&crreci
wa)' of solving
thc>m.
Photographs and drawings of alternative
transport
aids
wc'rt? discussed and it is laryely
frcm these reactions
that concl\~sions wert: tlr;~wn.
ii~tkinq
with wc~~n's yt-oups is ccmmon practice
for devtt~lo[~!x~nt. 1)ro-iects in Kenya. 'I'his has the advantage that
a group, is a forum wher, 1' women can make decisions
and
have them respected when often they do not have thi.s
power in their hcmes, It also allows them control
of
money in a fashion that ls, on the wliole, socially
acceptable.
Men do sometiEs
join groups but in a subsidiary
role.
The areas of Kenya Cth the rnost severe‘ water pt~oblems
are those in the drier
maryinal
areas. Tt is for this
reason that the study concentrated
on drier arbeas.
In otiicr places that were lrisited
a large proportion
of the merr&et-s of c;ich Troul; had distances
of
1~::~s than 5OOmto yo. Tt was felt that to suqgest

improved water transport
as a project would be
unpopular for group activity
when the problem only
affected perhaps 60% of the members. The conclusions
drawn from this work are thus applicable
only to
these poorer areas. Had other projects not working
through groups in more developed areas been studied
then different
forms of transport might have been
found to be n-ore suitable.
The groups all put a high priority
on the solution of
their water problems and saw improved transport
as one
anser.
By far the most interest was generated in the
use of the donkey, partly because of its familiarity
but also because the disadvantages of other aids were
apparent to the warm. 73.2~ all felt that donkeys
were easy to care for, disease and drought resistant,
fecund and long-livti.
[By canparison with native
cattle donkeys live on average two years longer and
produce an avarage of 3 offspring
cca~lpared to the
m's
2.1 (241.1 Donkeys are half the price of oxen
and are therefore less of a gamble as an investment,
neither do they need the addition of expensive equipment
such as pack saddles to make them useful. The main disadvantage in keeping donkeys is that the brush and scrub
they eat can encourage deforestation
and soil erosion.
It r-ins
a puzzle to the agriculturalists
and local
farmers that were consulted as to why donkeys are
cumm in sum areas but are so rare in the rest of Kenya.
Of the three c<:se studies the only one where the
introduction
of scme form of wheeled vehicle might
be possible is at Utooni. Here the better paths and
the higher level of development mean that a simple
wheelbarrow would be both suitable and affordable.
The other carrying aids that wmen felt might be useful
were the rigid yoke or the flexible
shoulder pc;le
which would allaw them to carry mre water at one
time. Questions about the usefulness of these devices
for carrying water for long distances and of how easy
it is for a wman who has been backloading all :‘,er
life to leam the new technique can only be answered
by trying them out.
As was previously discussed, setting up a donkey stocking project would be rather different
from setting up
a small manufacturing industry.
Work in production is
not required and the donkeys are self-replicating.
If
donkeys were made available
by an outside agency wcmen
might want to purchase them individually
frcm their savings or as a group, or they may need to be offered loans.
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It must then be very clear how loans are to be repaid:
will the previous suggestions for money making with
donkeys be sufficient
or does a donkey stocking project
need to be carried out in conjunction
with sane other
form of income generation such as roof tile manufacture?
It may be possible to manufacture simple, efficient
pack
saddles or water carrying aids such as the Ethiopian
canvas water bag that is carried over a donkey's back.
The manufacture of simple wheelbarrows could have in-portant benefits generating an incame as well as saving
labour in areas where they are suitable.
Small scale
production is probably better encouraged within the
frcamework of a small business which has experience of
quality production,
managemxantand marketing rather than
in an institution.
In Kenya few wcmen are trained in
mEta1 and wood craft so unless we are prepared to look
at a long term prograrnne of skills
training,
benefits
from production will not accrue to wcxnen.
Nonxzn's overall need and desire is for a decent, secure
liviny.
They could then control the other factors
which keep them in the deprivation
trap. Ideally they
want to have the opprtunity
to earn and thus to make
their own choices about how to reduce their workload,
(for example earning wcxren soon employ impoverished
relatives
to coine and do their
donkey' work for them 1.
'The?desire voiced time cand again by rural women was
for ir:cmE generating projects.
Yet other than in
the traditional
limited field of handicraft
product on
and in the sale of agricxl!xral
surplus there was
no evidence of projects whicil were genuinely prcduc ng
a Ixofit.
Ownership of a donkey does, it seems, provide
the opportunity
to allow generation of a modest income.
The investigation
tht-ew up a lot of further questions
that it would bt? pt-udcnt to try to get some answers
to at the bcginniny of any future lxoject intervention.
1. Why are there so few donkeys in each region? Is
the reason cultural
and if so why have people previously
not wanted them? Are there diseases prevalent and if so
can they be vaccinated against them with sinple training?
2. Could a donkey really generate income through load
carrying? Do they do so in areas where donkeys are
already used ? What is the market saturation
pollIt
for donkey labour?
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3. Could improving lkmnittrs
for donkeys be beneficial
to the load carrying
capacity
or life of the animal?
Are any of the regions suit&l~
for ploughing
with
donkeys and are my of the ploughs available
suitable?
4. Are there any parts of these regions where using
an improved wheeled vehicle
might be suitable?
Could
a wheeled vehicle
be dcsiyned that could co~qe with
very sandy conditions
Cand still
be otherwise
suitable?
5. Are there any local craftsman who could build such
a thing and how much training
would they need? Would
working with a small craft business be preferable
to an institution?
6. Could a yoke ever be accepted
so how can they be mnufactured?
7. Do wunen's groups
Are there advantages
than with individuals?

by rural

wmen? If

encompass the poorest people?
in mrkiny
with a group rather

8. Would the group organise comnunal ownership of
an animal or device and if so, how? How would they
best like to see financial
supFort organised?
HCM
would they pay back loans? Mio would be the main
bmeficiaries'?
Many of these questions
are extremely
difficult
to
get answers too without
a deep inside knmledge
of
a ccmnunity.
It would be sensible
to ask a Kenyan
cormn~rCty worker to swnd time filling
in sme of
this background.
E.

Ihnkc~

[)C.'vclo~mt
_ in .--.---.- ._.

'I'h~e focus of IXlst efforts
to iq'rovc
rural
trnnsInrt
in Africa
and Asia has been t& ox-cart.
Yet in dry
marginal
lands these can be something of a liability,
the outlay
is great for a beast that may not survive
for long. Neither can ox-carts
be used in the rmotcr
areas where there are no roads and the terrain
is
entirely
unsuitable.
That is even if the farmer could
afford them.
All over the world; Latin America, Asia, Europe and
Africa,
donkeys are carrying
loads OP steep or awkward
paths, pulling
ploughs ahd simple carts or carrying
and more
water. As we have seen, they are hardier
fertile
than other cattle.
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Yet in scme countries where the poor are not getting
any richer the use of donkeys is declining,
perhaps
because their use is regarded as a mifestation
of
backwardness. The developed world helps to cqxund
this view with its concentration
on the higher status
Western style grade cattle and high tech transport
planning.
Robert Chambers (25) believes that donkeys are partly
despised because of their association
with stupidity
and obstinacy.
He quotes G.K. Chesterton:
"With rronstrous head and sickening
and ears like errant wings
The devi.l's walking parody
Of all four-footed
things"

cry

Chambers ccntinues:
"perhaps the donkey's hour will came in professiona 1
research: or perhaps since it is so tough a beast,
so well adapted to bad corditions,
it has already
achieved a sort of perfection
beyond the mr
of research to improve. This is consistent
with
Polly Hill's
praise of them in Hausaland: 'These
sr~ll sturdy, tax-free beasts can manage loads
of 2001b upards...'
But she notes that they have
been overlooked,
'Although donkeys are the local
camels of Hausaland, and are the xs.t valuable
source of manure, this imprtance
has been neglected
in literature
- for instance by an FAO report which
regards headloading as the only alternative
to road,
rail and water transport.'
Donkeys are important
for the earning capacities
of rural people. No Nobel
prizes have been awarded for work on donkeys."
Some people have always managed without the use of
donkeys but it is clear that as a cross-country
vcnicle,
taxi, water raiser and carrier
the donkey is hard
to rratch and they have not yet had the attention
they
deserve.
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III

coMzI.Us1oN.

These fifteen
points surrrrarise the findings
the desk research and from the investigations
Kenya.

frcxn
in

A General Conclusions.
In most rural developing countries there is n\ infrastructure
for water distribution.
People have to :pend on
unprotected,
unreliable
sources often at great di 'xnces
frcxn their homes.

a)

b) In many developing countries the rate of imp
in rural supply is low compared to the rate of p
grawth. Consequently more, rather than fewer, peel
are having to carry water to their hames, and oft
for longer distances.

tzment
lation
.e
I

cl The burden of carrying the household*s daily i --quirenxent
of water falls overwhelmingly to ww-en and childrl :I.
This work is arduous, time consuming, and can lea: to
injury,
ill health and econcxnic disadvantage.
Mak::\g
the transport
of water easier could thus have u-qx;rtant
econanic and health benefits.
d) A survey of methods available worldwide for w..:er
carrying shaws that there is considerable
scope f<.:
making this task easier through the introduction
more efficient
transport methods. But attempts tc ntroduce new ideas will l-iave to confront all the Fro.
x5
that are camronl\~ r'aced with the introduction
of
.J
technologies.
A \=mn problem is that men tend to appropri
) new
technological
aids. However, if they decide at thf same
time to use the aid for fetching the family's watt :
then it might lead to a transfer of work from wrxlr
to men.

e)

B Conclusions

on Kenya.

a. Improvements in water supply in Kenya should b
easier than in many developing countries but the)'
cannot hope to keep pace with population grawth.
lations that have been built are beset by problem:
people are moving into drier areas so the proport
who have modern supplies is not expected to incre,
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till
;tdlind
1
I-

b. It is diEficult
to generalise
about the workload
in\*olved in carrying
water- in Kenya because conditions
of Slq~‘lj~ L-X>’ so widely with season, region and parIt is clear that for sane immn the
ticular
10cati0il.
f ract icn of the
water carq.iny
ocmpitx
a 5 i ynificant
iI3 ’ r mcl that thost: 1n the more rmote
=xc:-IS which t.cnd
to 1-c clrit~r, pxxt’L- and loss dt~.~elop~d have the furthest
to t ravt!l to suppl its.

ii. ‘I’!11x GI t-1-yi.nci tc~9~~~1CXJ>.<ls!.;ocia tcx3 with dtirlkej’s
could ix irrprovctd b; such devices as the pack saddle
or the. Ethiopiar,
waterbx~.
Ilohevor if this were to
k attemptal,
an arm SU‘: I as Kitui which has my
donkeys would be an appropriate
place to start.
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j. At the Utooni Develop-rsent Project conditions
were
also suitable for the use of simple wheeled vehicles.
Mmufacturing
them in the area might provide the opportunity
for the establishment
of a smll industry which could
generate inm
for the producers, but the viability
of this proposition
will need careful investigation.
k. The poorer, drier areas in Kenya considered
in this study have the most severe problems with
water and it is clear that the use of the donkey
provides a good solution.
However, the introduction
of donkeys would be best attempted as part of a
development project involving incane generation,
thus tine saved fran the mrk of water carrying
could be used to earn cash which is what mn-en regard
as their greatest need. Donkey introduction
has
been little
considered by develoFt
agencies
in the past but could provide an important key
to the advancement of poor -unities
in Kenya.
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